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Abstract

It is obvious that the progress of science and also the increase in working business and time restrictions have forced the human being to use the Internet networks and various personal computer systems in the world. Nowadays, the computers and the Internet networks have various applications in different aspects of human life; and the e-commerce is one of these applications which have caused dramatic changes in today's world. The e-commerce is considered as an efficient idea in optimal control of time and cost reduction and is welcomed by the governors and even the public; and its features are increasing day by day according to the competitive global environment. Therefore, the online sales organizations and websites are seeking to cover all or most of their activities in the forms of online services for customers through effective advertising. Moreover, the customers are looking for organizations and websites which are sufficiently reliable in order to build the infrastructures for their activities in the shortest time. In the field of e-commerce, the managers play effective roles in increasing the customer satisfaction, but unfortunately this science has become widespread in recent years and there are a lot of disorders and excesses by web designers in offering e-commerce services, so that some people are not willing to do their personal activities on the Internet due to overuse of advertising and provided service, and thus they have allocated their personal affairs to others and abandoned this technology over time. As the societies are now in progress, we should seriously take into account the factors which prevent this technology and should utilize the human-computer interaction (HCI) science which is a method for optimizing the computer affairs in order to generalize it and prevent those factors. Accordingly, it is suggested including the HCI science in e-commerce activities and advertising in order to prevent the destructive excesses in this field.
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Introduction

The today's world is seeking to carry out its businesses at less cost and time, and with maximum efficiency; hence, the organizations and people are pursuing a common goal which is the high profitability for their activities. Therefore, the replacement of activities in cyberspace is the best method to do these affairs.

The cyberspace infrastructure for purchase and sales and provided services for companies and stores as the internet-based e-commerce allow the customers to search for information and purchase goods and services through direct connection with online stores. It should be noted that the online shopping is not based on the actual experience of buying the goods, but it is based on the aspects such as the image, shape, qualitative information and advertising of product [1].

The expansion of cyberspace has enhanced the competition between individuals and organizations, and thus the managers are seeking to find the ways which have more advantages than their competitors and this will be easier by providing broad and appropriate advertising.

Nowadays, the Internet is an important channel in marketing and advertising due to its potential for cost reduction and easy access to online services. Furthermore, the advertisers can easily access to multiple users and communicate with them at lower costs [2]. Meanwhile, despite the fact that the Internet has provided the efficient median for advertising, people are looking to maximize their investment in this category. Accordingly, several different studies have been conducted over time and various advertising models have been designed based on how people understand the internet advertising and what attitude they have towards it [3]. The low speed and cost of Internet advertising have increased its applicants and the volume of requests for advertising in cyberspace after a short time.

The speed of Internet advertising application is increased because the customers spend much online time on personal computers or use the other devices such as the mobile phones and TVs which have the ability to connect to the Web [4] hence, the advertising has quickly moved towards the online websites and search engines from dispersed on television and other methods [5]. Furthermore, due to the competition of websites because of the multiplicity in cyberspace, a variety of methods and probably the excessive method have been utilized to attract customers to e-commerce.

E-commerce

E-commerce is a process of buying, selling or exchanging goods, services and information via computer networks and the Internet [6]. The online shopping is done as a way to save the time of purchase compared to traditional shopping [7].

E-commerce has led to creation of virtual shops which have several advantages such as the convenience, competitive prices, wide selection, and access to further information. On the other hand, the use of purchasing at home, the relationships and interactions between people will be minimized in the society [8]. In recent years, a large number of virtual shops have increased their communications with people via mobile pages and creation of virtual realities and online chatting [9].

Due to the increased communications and virtual networks, the...
customers have fulfilled their personal needs by this method, and thus the companies and manufacturers have sought to offer their goods and services to customers in this competitive environment in order not to fall behind their competitors in domestic and foreign markets; hence, the number of advertising websites and personal and organization product introduction have been significantly increased in recent years.

From perspective of Peterson, the information technology (IT) has made much development in trade sphere and it is not because of its speed or easiness, but the spread of information technology and especially the internet creates the easy ability to go beyond the international boundaries, and thus the information transfer will be done regardless of geographic boundaries [10].

According to research by Rason et al. on the Internet and multinational small and medium-sized companies, the websites on the internet do not only means entering into the global markets. However, the most important point for companies is their ability to attract the target customers to their websites, and thereby encourage them to make their purchases via the Internet [11].

In the field of e-commerce, the online stores and companies should have the superior service tools such as the timely and quick delivery to customers, access to telephone support and facilities for product return and replace, and since there are not any sales employees in these stores, the customers should gain favorable experience of interactive shopping through tools such as clicking for telephone support and creating the chat rooms [12].

Due to the high competition in the e-commerce, the web designers and companies should pay attention to an important issue called the customers' easiness in doing their practices; in other words, it should be a beautiful design, fast search and provision of services with less cost and convenience than the other competitors.

Due to the intense competition in e-commerce at the local and global levels particularly on web pages and increased advertising on the cyberspace, different web pages are now full of excesses and abnormalities resulting from the lack of appropriate standards; and it has made problems for users. On the other hand, some people are non-reluctant to perform their daily activities on the internet and if it continues, it will slow down the progression of this technology due to the lack of customers' interest. This excess, which is often performed by web site admins, is as follows:

Opened additional advertising pages

Internet marketing is a form of marketing and advertising which uses the Internet to deliver promotional marketing messages to customers. It covers email marketing, search engine marketing, social media marketing, and numerous types of advertisement (such as the web advertising) and mobile advertising. Like other advertising media, online advertising often covers two subjects: a publisher who adds the advertisement in the online content, and an advertiser who provides the advertisements, which should be displayed, for publisher. Other potential participants include advertising agencies which help to generate and insert the advertisement text; an advertisement server which technically delivers the advertisements and statistics; and the advertising affiliates who independently offer promotion for advertiser. Online advertising is a big business which is quickly growing.

Compared to the traditional advertising, online advertising has considerable advantages including the two-way communication with the audience, the relatively low cost, global and round-the-clock access, improved notification, easy updating, and accurate customer targeting [13].

Due to the revealed value of advertising on web pages over time, the webmasters have sought to earn more money through allocating larger volumes of designed pages to advertising. On the other hand, when the large and small companies and organizations found that the advertising imposes very low cost and numerous customers are present on cyberspace, a large volume of advertising was spread on the web pages and virtual networks.

Due to the increased number of advertising because of its numerous benefits over time, there are a few credible websites without advertising because it is considered as one of the best ways to earn money. In recent years, due to some corporate executives and website designers' greed for making money by this method, the service quality of numerous websites has been reduced because there are a few appropriate spaces for efficient designs; and the multiple advertising prevents performing a professional design.

Due to the advances in modern designs on web pages and virtual networks, the designers are able to accept a huge amount of advertising, so that we can see that some websites will show their whole advertising if you click on a link, and thus numerous pages unrelated to considered link and solely for loading the ads will be opened. Most of these numerous web pages which are opened for advertising, contain attractive sentences and pictures to persuade the customers not to close these pages and see their advertisement and use their service, but due to this insistence, the internet users have been bored of them and close the advertising pages without taking a look at them and some people are not willing to use some e-commerce services any longer.

Mandatory memberships

In the new era, called the world of information and communications, most of the organizations have sought to gather information about their customers in order to offer better services.

The customer information collection has helped the online sellers and organizations, and thus the webmasters are satisfied with their customer information, but recently the active websites in the field of e-commerce have extremely gathered the customers' information, so that they do not provide their services for users who are not the members of their websites; hence, the users who search on different search engines, have become tired of searching since most of the web sites have mandatory memberships, and thus refer to the internet cafes and other people to obtain the information.

Sometimes people register in web sites by filling the completely wrong information in fields in order to take the advantage of website services, so this damages the customer and company because on the one hand the expansion of such websites makes the customers confused due to the multiple registered information and different passwords and errors and this is a repulsion against the use of e-commerce science, and on the other hand, the companies will have the "value uncertainty", which means the lack of certainty about value of company, estimated by reasonable costs, due to the increased uncertain information [14].

The information theft is another important issue, with which the customers are obsessed in cyberspace; and it has made them uncertain about this technology; hence, they do not show much enthusiasm for mandatory memberships or continue writing false information as mentioned above.

Misleading keywords

Internet search means research on keywords via the online search engines in order to quickly and simplicity the vast and diverse amount of online information.
Since the frequency of visiting a website will lead to the higher rank in search engines than other competitors, the designers are seeking to take the maximum advantage of it and invite numerous users to website, and also other get more money from the organizations and people who have requested for advertising on their web pages.

It has created greed in some designers and they often choose the keywords which are at the top of hot searches. The users search in engines and chose the target web pages, but he will not find his desired information when he visits those websites. This creates the “Internet Anxiety” in people. The Internet anxiety develops when people began to search for sources in order to achieve their goals and realize that do not have enough ability to accomplish this search. The characteristics of this anxiety are as follows: The negative feelings such as the doubt, stress, fear and mental disorders [15] and unethical action damages the use of e-commerce.

The problems above are some of the issues under which the people have stayed away from the e-commerce technology in today’s society, and this is a big challenge; and if the webmaster and designers continues the same trend in advertising and providing their services, their customers will be reduced in the cyberspace, and even the wrong information received from their customers will make problems for their future planning. On this basis, the webmaster and designers are suggested using the HCI science, which is a new method in interaction between human and computer, in order to strengthen and develop the HCI and thus, the international community will be developing in this technology as soon as possible, and its service will be increasing every day.

**Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)**

The human-computer interaction (HCI) refers to modern and diverse research knowledge and technology, design, implementation, and evaluation of computing systems involved in dialogue and interaction between human users and computers on the one hand, and the intelligent software factors on the other hand. This discipline is the science of investigating the human-computer interaction. In fact, this science is the point of intersection between the computer and behavioral sciences of design and several other sciences. Human-computer interaction occurs via the interface which includes the software and hardware.

The main today’s problem of computer technology is not related to issues between researcher, human and the environment, but it is also due to the deficiency in use of user-centered design methods. The main reason why today’s technology does not seem appropriate for human routine use is not the failed HCI methods, but it is because they are rarely used; and if they are used carefully, the considerable success is achieved [16].

According to this description, due to the users and designers' lack of familiarity with this science, it has not been considerably used in advertising on virtual pages and websites design; hence, this issue should be taken into account by activists in the field of virtual world in order to introduce the human-computer interaction science not only in e-commerce, but also in other sciences.

The human-computer interaction (HCI) is primarily about design of useful computer systems including desktop computer, video, web, or mobile phone. It detects bad designs and provides strategies for improving them; and it also tries to apply their methods for initial design of good systems [17].

There is a need for completely different mindset in order to think about how to design, how to control and interact with ecosystem of emerging technologies, while most of the HCI researchers have begun to expand their perspectives; however, there is much work to be done. For instance, the HCI needs understanding and analyzing a larger set of issues which are currently used. We can prominently mention the human values which include the spiritual and moral aspects of new technologies designed. In other words, the long-term consequences, which may affect people, should be considered in designing the hardware and software [14].

**Discussion**

It is suggested that like the municipalities which are establishing order in construction of urban texture and pursue it in the real world, the HCI science should be introduced to designers in cyberspace in order to provide new and more efficient services according to their choices and this knowledge, because some of them have made mistakes and excesses in customer attraction and advertising. However, these excesses may be done unintentionally, but the introduced and strengthened HCI will enhance the e-commerce and other sciences in cyberspace. If this case is not ignored, the world assigns most of its affairs to it in the near future.

Therefore, as the designers consider the need for attracting advertisement and increasing their income, it is suggested that the organizational managers and them should pay attention to customers' demands and more importantly their comfort in cyberspace in order to move ahead of other competitors and make their customers loyal, as the percentage of internet users, who find their favorite websites via direct navigation- which means entering a well-known URL in a browser is increasing and it is now more than the users who find their websites via the web links and search engines. (Stat market); and this is the evidence for customer attraction and their loyalty to a website.

**Conclusion**

Nowadays, the cyberspace is a place of confrontation between cultures and different individual ideas, so that everyone who is able to design the web pages, can do his favorite business on his personal web page, but sometimes the excesses and applied methods by some people in advertising and attracting the users will damage the virtual networks because its main basis as the Internet customer is not willing to contribute in them any longer. On this basis, the webmasters and designers who are willing to advertise for their organizations on web pages, should pay attention to customers' needs and culture, and put themselves in their shoes. This needs knowledge about different sciences and the HCI as one of the most perfect current sciences about the Internet and computer since it has been neglected in recent years. The designers are suggested utilizing the HCT and ethical methods for strengthening design and attracting the customers in order to build their trust which is one of the main principles in today’s world.
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